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BIG DATA ANALYSIS AND DEEP LEARNING OPTIMIZATION IN ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE PRODUCTION OF INFORMATION ENTERPRISES

NA GAO∗AND QIULING LU†

Abstract. Intelligent manufacturing technology is required to upgrade existing enterprises’ management and production
operations. To construct a ground breaking fusion structure, this project unites the theoretical underpinnings, technical break-
throughs, and applications of data analytics, optimisation, and intelligent production engineering. It is driven by China’s desire of
cutting-edge commodities and efficient growth methods. This research establishes the broad framework for merging optimisation
and data analytics. There is a list of data analytics and system optimisation technologies that can address important challenges
with intelligent manufacturing. By integrating data analytics and optimisation, businesses may better forecasting and management
of new terrain, as well as reveal hidden information to increase decision-making efficacy.
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1. Introduction. With the rapid development of information technology and the advent of the digital age,
the demand for effective management and utilization of massive data in the business community is constantly
increasing. Big data analysis and deep learning optimization have become key driving forces in modern en-
terprise artificial intelligence production, providing opportunities for enterprises to operate and innovate more
intelligently and efficiently. In this context, big data analysis technology has become a key tool for extracting
insights and knowledge from data. By delving deeper into data, enterprises can better understand key factors
such as customer needs, market trends, and competitor behavior, thereby better formulating strategies and
decisions. China, a major steel producer, is under pressure on two fronts. Traditional steel businesses must
first modernise and reorganise in order to advance strategically. Second, new steel companies must strive for
long-term growth. The most practical methods to do this are to minimise energy use, improve product quality,
and boost competitiveness. The introduction of big data has had a huge influence on the industrial industry.
For starters, a variety of common information and communication technologies (ICTs) have fundamentally
altered how manufacturing is carried out [9, 14]. Enterprise information systems are critical in the Industry
4.0 era for realising smart manufacturing systems.

1. Needs to be more adequate information.
2. Limited business demands satisfied.
3. Lack of dynamic optimization, value-driven processes, business intelligence, and seamless integration.

Additionally, as effective, and efficient creative manufacturing systems have increased, so have their demands
for knowledge, data-driven decisions, and information flow in corporate information systems. A new enterprise
information systems framework is needed to close the gaps between the requirements for conventional production
systems and intelligent manufacturing systems [1]. This new enterprise information system framework should
have the following features and functions: (1) Data integration and interoperability: It should be able to
integrate information from various data sources, including sensors, production equipment, supply chain, and
market data, to support comprehensive data analysis and insights. (2) Real time and responsiveness: This
framework should be able to monitor production processes in real time and respond quickly to events and
issues to minimize production interruptions and efficiency losses. (3) Intelligent decision support: It should
include advanced data analysis and machine learning algorithms to help enterprises make smarter and more
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accurate decisions, thereby optimizing production processes and resource utilization. The procedure for this
method consists of three steps.

It carries out three things:
• It proposes a new framework for enterprise information systems.
• It applies the TO-BE model to rethink six areas of corporate information systems.
• It uses the AS-IS model to establish requirements and collect best practices.

Finally, the proposed framework is validated using real-world examples. By incorporating six key EISs
components, the issues of interoperability, uniformity, information and knowledge sharing, value creation, and
data generating value were simultaneously addressed. Additionally, the functional structure looked at how
business processes, information flows, and the future of data and knowledge innovation were related to the
value-driven design of EISs. Using BPR and integrated lean thinking, this paper presented the process and
principle for EISs. Using this technique, more conventional manufacturers can redesign their EISs to satisfy
SMS standards [16]. In order to improve its production efficiency, competitiveness, and innovation ability. This
empirical study provides strong guidance and reference for the future manufacturing and intelligent industries.

In the future study, software should be used to communicate the requirements analysis approach of EISs to
improve intelligent manufacturing systems for conventional manufacturing processes. Applying this approach to
other innovative manufacturing system operations and businesses is also essential. Developing tailored products
to meet shifting consumer demands and a cooperative network to increase production efficiency are significant
potential benefits of intelligent manufacturing. However, the automation of equipment in modern production
processes and the digitization of industrial goods divide and disperse these technologies [18, 17].

The following are some key directions for future research: tailored products, and future research should
focus on developing intelligent manufacturing systems to meet the constantly changing consumer needs. By
combining big data analysis and adaptive manufacturing technology, manufacturing enterprises can better cus-
tomize products, improve customer satisfaction, and achieve market competitive advantages. The establishment
of cooperative networks and the development of intelligent manufacturing systems not only rely on internal
technology and process optimization within the enterprise, but also require the establishment of a wide range
of cooperative networks. Future research can focus on how to build supply chains, partners, and ecosystems
to achieve improved production efficiency and resource sharing. Technology integration and interoperability
will become key issues as different manufacturing systems and devices increase. Future research should seek
standardized and universal interface solutions to ensure coordinated operation between various manufacturing
systems.

2. Literature Survey. The suggested enhanced TCA tasks scheduling approach is preferable to FEF
scheduling because it considers the tasks’ minimal (optimal) time and precise decision (prediction) metrics.
According to the experimental study, the revised PO-TCA scheduling method reduces hunger and dropout
rates by 21% and 17%, respectively. In addition, our suggested strategy boosts machine utilisation by an
average of 18% compared to the conventional scheduling method. This project aimed to develop a dynamic
and persuasive work scheduling system based on predictive optimisation to manage resources in a well-lit
manufacturing environment efficiently. The following is a summary of the main contributions of the planned
study:

• An intelligent and dynamic P-TCA scheduling approach is created to improve the scheduler’s decision-
making skills. Additionally, to enhance the effectiveness of the TCA scheduler, a DNN-based prediction
model is developed that incorporates specific decision-making skills.

• To balance workloads among symmetric production processes and enhance smart machine utilization,
an integrated PO-TCA scheduling solution based on a predictive optimization mechanism is created.

With the proposed method, the task dropout rate is reduced dramatically, from 33% to 12% (a 21%
improvement). As a result, the rate of tasks starting from 26% to 9% (a gain of 17%) is decreased by our
suggested PO-TCA [19].

Additionally, PO-TCA has an average latency of only 16 ms, significantly shorter than FEF and TCA. The
average latency for basic scheduling methods like TCA and FEF is 37.18 milliseconds and 49.59 milliseconds,
respectively. Compared to the baseline plan, we suggest a scheduling method that averages an 18% improvement
in machine utilisation to utilise the intelligent factory’s resources efficiently. In addition, our system provided
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the ideal workload distribution across intelligent machines for achieving daily production objectives compared to
the conventional method. We proposed that task scheduling performance is significantly improved by PO-TCA
scheduling. It increases the scheduler’s overall effectiveness by using data-driven and evolutionary approaches to
assist and create intelligent and optimum scheduling decisions. Additionally, in the real-world setting of smart
manufacturing, our proposed PO-TCA can be employed as the best scheduling technique for efficient resource
management. Additionally, two effective ways to improve the suggested study are presented. Incorporating big
data analytics enhances knowledge mining capabilities for the efficient operation of intelligent manufacturing,
claim N. Iqbal et al. A proposed research that uses the block chain paradigm will also improve the privacy and
transparency of data produced by intelligent manufacturing robots [7].

By using the potential and untapped knowledge value of precise industrial data, extensive data-driven
analysis, one of the fundamental artificial intelligence technologies, improves the market competitiveness of
the manufacturing industry. Additionally, it helps business executives make wise choices in a range of difficult
industrial circumstances. This method provides novel solutions to difficult issues and suggests new lines of
inquiry for this field of study. A comprehensive summary of crucial industrial data is given in this article. Next,
it is addressed how big data-driven technologies are used in intelligent manufacturing. Finally, we discuss the
problems and challenges this area is currently experiencing [20].

Using big data-driven analytics and dynamic perception, this method establishes a new paradigm for in-
telligent manufacturing that emphasises making the right decisions in production settings. The separation
between the two research disciplines is this study’s main flaw. First, the reliability issue relates to the exact sci-
ences, such as engineering and mathematics. Big data’s roots are, nevertheless, deeply ingrained in information
technology. Using the conceptual framework of this new paradigm, the manufacturing system is introduced
to industrial-intensive data-driven analysis. The validity and usefulness of this conceptual framework must
be confirmed through additional study, even though this hypothetical big data analysis model was created in
a perfect environment. The development of software systems and their application to industrial manufactur-
ing will also be thoroughly studied in this study, along with the framework. Utilizing in-depth data analysis,
this manufacturing system will also help design, implement, and manage manufacturing solutions. A popular
and expanding study area is how extensive data analysis impacts manufacturing decision-making. Academics
who want to study vast industrial data should find this helpful, systematic review. Petrochemical and other
process-based product manufacturers may gain from it because, because of production optimisation, they can
respond to market and environmental conditions more quickly. This article provides specific solutions to the
challenges posed by expanding data dimensions, temporal gaps, and alignment between time series data, as well
as the increased desire for quick results while considering ecological considerations. Then, a model was trained
to generate intelligent production control based on real-time data using data from the industrial Internet of
Things. A case study from the petrochemical sector illustrates the effectiveness of this strategy. Based on
machine learning and industrial IoT, this article suggests a digital twin framework for optimising petrochemical
production control. The recommended design includes practice loops, machine learning strategies, and crucial
assessment indicators. The plan is a logical response to the environment’s peculiar characteristics surrounding
the petrochemical industry [21].

3. Materials and Methods.

3.1. Data analytics-based intelligent multi-objective optimization technique. Using data ana-
lytics to look at the interim outcomes of the evolution process, the program first dynamically estimates and
builds the Pareto front of the optimization issue. The decomposition technique is put into practice on this basis
[22, 23]. The method uses data analytics to map out the topography of the problem area and then uses that
information to optimize the procedure. The provided form can resolve multi-objective industrial problems with
outstanding results.

3.2. Multi-objective optimization-based machine learning.

3.2.1. Suggested technique. Ensemble learning is a hot topic in the field of machine learning. Examples
of traditional methods are AdaBoost, Bagging, and Random Forest. These strategies employ a present frame-
work for learning, which could cause an over-fit in actual situations. Machine learning based on multi-objective
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Fig. 3.1: The overall technique of data miming in production management

optimisation develops ensemble learning machines using evolutionary optimisation to balance accuracy with
generalisation power [24, 25].

3.2.2. Understanding industrial processes and technology. Understanding industrial processes en-
tails recognizing industrial images and videos, understanding industrial audio, and visualizing industrial pro-
cesses. Recognizing pictures and videos is crucial for identifying and observing production processes. Skilled
operators often perform it through actual image observation. Thus noise-to-text recognition and production
mechanism modelling should be included in the knowledge of sound and voice technologies. To start, sound
data from digital data are transformed for multidimensional monitoring. After reliable data and acquired sound
signals have been assessed, the machinery and production lines’ status is determined [26, 27].

The production process’ dynamic essence is almost entirely restored by the industrial process visualisation.
The three-dimensional simulation technique is part of the virtual reality-based production process model. The
produced model is then used to visualise processes (such as the production of iron) using “black box” virtual re-
ality technology. Additionally, the process model can be combined with essential production data by evaluating
the operator, environment, and equipment state.

3.2.3. Technology for process observation and description. Monitoring and characterizing intricate
industrial production processes are essential for ensuring safe manufacturing, energy conservation, and reduced
emissions. Monitoring and description (such as the amount of energy and materials used at each production
stage) are used to measure the manufacturing process. For instance, measuring issues in energy consumption can
be categorized into three groups based on the multiple measurement objects: the product, the manufacturing
process, and the medium. Each industrial process’s specific media consumption and recovery rates are calculated
statistically from the process dimension, resource consumption, and energy recovery [28].

3.2.4. Technology for inventory planning and the entire production process. Science and tech-
nological advancements have made collecting and storing precise local data easy. Data analytics may effectively
extract vital information from vast quantities of inaccurate, noisy experimental data [6].

3.2.5. Technology for batching and scheduling in production and logistics. Customers, however,
only need a small number of high-quality products. Production management has faced several difficulties as
a result of the conflict between requirements for a wide variety of products and mass manufacturing. When
examining the production characteristics of the steel industry, production/logistics batching and schedules refer
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Fig. 4.1: In order to solve urgent issues, the smart industry uses data analytics and optimization

to the assignment of works with identical or equivalent parts to batches of sufficient size. Most batch-scheduling
issues in production and logistics were resolved by utilizing deterministic parameters. Stochastic optimization
is the most popular approach for solving problems with uncertain parameters [12]. Figure 3.1 describes the
overall technique of data miming in production management.

4. Experimentation and Results.

4.1. Engineering Data analytics and optimization technology implementation in smart indus-
tries. Product quality is anticipated at the discovery phase following a comprehensive production process
analysis. Operation optimisation and ideal control follow from this. Eventually, the scheduling and production
planning decision-making procedures are improved to match the intelligence business’ capabilities. System
optimisation focuses on action and judgement, whereas data analytics depends on perception and discovery [3].
By implementing engineering data analysis and optimization technologies, the intelligent industry can better
utilize data resources, improve decision-making accuracy and efficiency, drive technological innovation, and
achieve more sustainable business operations. This will help the intelligent industry maintain competitiveness
and achieve sustainable growth in the constantly changing market.

4.2. Awareness level. An intelligent industry’s perceived level is its bedrock. At this stage, the critical
analytics concerns are understanding industrial data and monitoring and describing processes. Understanding
involves distinguishing between industrial data (such as pictures, sounds, and text) and the virtual reality
representation of black-box technology.

4.3. Knowledge level. Management, machinery, control systems, and manufacturing methods all sig-
nificantly impact the level of innovation in the intelligent sector. Three key analytics issues are addressed:
process diagnostics, product quality forecasting, and technological knowledge mining. A thorough analysis of
the production process may also show the amount of technical proficiency supporting the levels of execution and
decision-making. A scientific basis for corporate production planning and management strategies is provided
by prediction, which tries to demonstrate the quality of products based on the present production conditions
and previous data [8, 15, 29, 11]. As shown in Figure 4.1.

4.4. Execution quality. At the execution level, system optimisation techniques like manufacturing pro-
cess optimal control and operation optimisation are needed. Operational optimisation controls the production
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Fig. 4.2: Portrays a multiple structure for information analytics and enhancement software in smart industry
sectors

process by using a mechanical or data analytics model to describe the quantitative link between the operating
parameters and relevant economic indicators. In other words, system activities are monitored. At the same
time, appropriate process parameters (such as temperature, pressure, and flow) are established without chang-
ing the process flow or adding more production equipment. The goals are increasing product quality, making
money, and streamlining the production process [4, 10, 13, 2, 5, 30].

4.5. Level of decision-making. Engineering management decision-making is the most important in
the ecosystem of the intelligent industry. Production/logistics batching and scheduling and whole-process
production and inventory planning are two key optimization concerns identified as having the potential to alter
the production process and improve resource, energy, and equipment consumption. Optimizing the output of
each production unit and the quantity between two successive cycles and the inventory, from raw materials
to semi-finished goods to finished goods, is a part of the problem of whole-process production and inventory
planning.

5. Conclusion. Finally, this understanding demonstrates a four-level framework for the intelligence in-
dustry. Due to the restrictions of the research topic, this study might only touch on a small portion of the
intelligence industry. Industrial intellectualization is a field that is constantly evolving. More incredible in-
formation about how products are made can be collected and stored thanks to current manufacturing control
solutions. Data analysis methods can therefore be applied automatically. The results of the previous study
suggest that there may be restrictions on the processing and mining of detailed data, intelligent mining process
enhancement, assessment of the quality of excavation, expression and preservation of information, and other
conditions.
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